
Українська мова 

1. Тема. Написання не, ні з різними частинами мови. Стор. 166-169. 

2. Тема. Правила скорочення слів. Стор. 169-174. 

3. Тема. Іменник. Рід іменників. Стор. 174-176. 

Завдання. 

 1.Вивчити правила. 

2.Виконати вправи на вказаних сторінках. 

3. Написати есе про явище природи, що викликає найбільше 

захоплення й здивування. 

Підручник: І.П.Ющук. Українська мова. Підручник для 10-го класу закладів 

рівень стандарту, 2018р. 

 

Українська література 

Тема. Леся Українка. Життєвий і творчий шлях. Збірка поезій "На 

крилах пісень". Поезії "Contra spem spero","Мріє, не зрадь", " Стояла я і 

слухала весну". Драма-феєрія " Лісова пісня". Сторінки 205-228. 

Завдання 

1.Скласти хронологічну таблицю до творчості Лесі Українки. 

2. Прочитати поезії та зробити їх ідейно-тематичний аналіз. 

3. Вивчити напам'ять поезію "Contra spem spero' '. 

4. Прочитати драму-феєрію" Лісова пісня". 

5. Виписати цитати до образів Мавки, Лукаша, дядька Лева. 

6. Написати асоціативний етюд, викликаний певним художнім 

образом. 

Підручник. Авраменко О.Українська література.10 клас.-К.: Грамота, 

2018 р. 

 



Іноземна (англійська) мова (1 підгрупа) 

Тема:  Контроль письма. 

Д/з: повторити граматичний матеріал 

 

Тема:  Контроль читання. 

Д/з: повторити лексичний матеріал 

 

Тема:  Контроль говоріння. 

Д/з: повторити теми: “Я, моя родина, мої друзі”, “Спорт і дозвілля”, 

“Харчування”, “Живопис”, “Україна”. 

 

Іноземна (англійська) мова (2 підгрупа) 

Тема: «Роль науки в суспільному житті» 

Read the definition of the modern device and try to guess what gadget it is. 

(Прочитайте визначення та здогадайтесь , про який предмет йде мова) 

A piece of electronic equipment which you use to listen to programs … 

A piece of equipment used to take photographs or make films or television … 

A type of oven that cooksfood very quickly using very short electrical waves instead of heat… 

 The system of communication that you use to have a conversation with someone in … 

An electronic machine that stores information and uses programs to help you find, organize or 

change information…  

A machine for washing clothes… 

A vehicle that flies in the air and has wings and at least one engine … 

Some interesting facts: 

One hundred years ago did people… 

1.  Drive cars? Yes 1886 

2.  Ride bicycles? Yes 1865 

3.  Watch TV? No 1926 

4.  Take photographs? Yes 1826 

5.  Travel by train? Yes 1829 

6.  Make telephone calls? Yes 1876 

7.  Use typewriters? Yes 1867 

8.  Listen to records? Yes 1878 



9.  Travel by plane? Yes 1907 

10.  Wear jeans? Yes 1850 

11.  Write with ball-point pen? No 1938 

12.  Use computers? No 1939 

13.  Fly by hot-air balloons? Yes 1783 

14.  Use compact discs? No 1979 

15.  Fly by helicopters? No 1939 

 

Finish the sentences explaining why this or that device is useful. 

Завдання:  продовжіть речення ,пояснюючи чим корисний для людства є той 

чи інший винахід.(дивись зразок) 

Use the example: I think that fridge is the most useful because it keeps our food 

fresh  and  eatable.  

 

a light bulb to give light 

a telephone to communicate with people 

a computer  to get different kinds of information  

a washing machine to keep our clothes clean 

a car to get somewhere as quickly as possible 

a microwave stove to prepare our food very quickly 

a vacuum cleaner to keep our flats and houses clean 

an electric kettle to hit water very quickly without fire 

a radio to listen to news, music,etc. not only at home but while 

travelling somewhere 

a mobile phone to communicate with people without wires being at any 

place 



the Internet to get different kinds of information, to communicate 

with people 

 

Завдання: дайте відповіді на питання(письмово) 

1. Which objects ( inventions ) can’t you live without? Why? 

2. Do you think that inventions are actually getting  better or more complicated? 

3. Are you afraid of or excited about technology? Which items in the box given above do you 

most or least like using? 

4. Do you feel that we are more and more controlled by machines? 

5. What can you do if they go wrong? 

6. Do you believe that we will live in computerized homes in near future? How do you imagine 

your future home? 

 

 

Тема: «Повторення  та систематизація матеріалу з теми «Наука і 

технічний прогрес» 

Контрольна робота 

I.Match the words with their definitions. 

1) the Internet                                             a) a name you can use to enter a computer system 

2) home page                                              b)to copy information from the Web to your comp 

3) website                                                    c)information 

4) username                                                d)the first page of the website 

5) online                                                       e)a secret word you have to type to enter a computer 

6) password                                                 f)to get into someone else`s computer system illegal 

7) data                                                          g)a small picture or symbol 

8) hack into                                                  h)the worldwide network of computer networks 

9) icon                                                           i)a collection of web pages with a title 

10) download                                              j)connected to the Internet 

 

II. Read the sentences, underline the phrasel verbs and translate the sentences into 

Ukrainian language. 



1. Do you want to write down my phone number? 

2. My mobile phone isn't working – I need to charge it up. 

3. When I came back from holiday I called him at once. 

4. John usually sleeps long but yesterday he woke up very early. 

5. Passengers can buy tickets when they get on the bus. 

6. I`ll take my laptop so I should be able to pick up my e-mails while I`m away. 

7. I`d like to go on with my work while you speak on the phone. 

 

IIІ. Read the text and match the headings (A-F) to the paragraphs (1-5). There is one extra 

heading which you do not need to use. 

 

A. Hackers` Criminal Activists 

B. Hackers` Social Activities 

C. Specialists` Programmes 

D. The Role of Computers in Everyday Life 

E. Avoiding Computer Viruses 

F. Places where Hackers Meet 

 

Hackers 

1 

With the development of technology in the twenty-first century, it would be really 

difficult to imagine life without computers. They are a source of information, 

education and entertainment. But today`s world of computers can also be quite 

frightening and dangerous. This is because of people who use computers for illegal  

purposes. They are called hackers. 

2 

Hackers spend their time playing with computer data in all parts of the cyberspace. 

Much of what they do is not dangerous, but sometimes their activities break the law, 

for example, when they break into websites, take control of computers or create 

viruses. They are especially interested in breaking through the security of military 

websites. 



3 

Hackers know how to trick people just using their programmes. They use a “Trojan 

Horse”, a programme that looks perfectly safe, but actually contains something 

destructive. The only way of not getting into trouble is not to open it. 

4 

Although they can be seriously punished if they are caught, most hackers still think 

that what they do is a game. They often meet at festivals to take part in discussions, 

share their experiences, meet other hackers and generally have a good time. 

 

5 

These meetings are organized in well-known places like Las Vegas or Berlin. 

However, what hackers do at such festivals is a secret and often many of their 

activities take place at night. 

IV. Write a paragraph on the following items. 

- How well do you get on with computers? 

- Do you love them or hate them? 

 

Тема: «Контроль читання» 

 Presentation of unfamiliar words: 

to wander бродити 

to encroach вторгатися 

huge areas величезні території 

empty and unused пустий і невикористаний 

to grant territory надавати територію 

for cattle-raising для вирощування худоби 

to make treaties with складати угоду з 



to reduce зменшувати 

injustice несправедливість 

the moral obligation моральне зобов'язання 

common ownership спільне володіння 

to demand control вимагати контролю 

an awakening пробудження 

As people moved westward beyond the Mississippi, they continually encroached upon the vast 

lands of the various Indian tribes. These huge areas in which the Indians hunted and wandered 

seemed empty and unused. The pioneers saw them as places for mining, for cattle-raising, and for 

farming, and kept exerting pressure on the United States government to grant them some of this 

territory. The government then made several new treaties with the Indians, which reduced their 

lands to smaller tracts called reservations. Within these smaller areas it was difficult о maintain 

many of their customs. 

Toward the end of the nineteenth century there arose a number of organizations which were 

opposed to this injustice and which championed the cause of the Indians. Several writers focused 

on their plight and on the moral obligation of the United States to right the wrong that was done о 

them. 

One attempt to deal with problem was the Dawes Act of 1887. This divided the reservation lands 

into homesteads of 160 acres, each given to an Indian family. Congress also granted the Indians 

funds for education, which was to be compulsory. Unfortunately these well-intentioned programs 

did not work out. The Indians were accustomed to common ownership of tribal lands and to tribal 

units rather than to independent family living and most of them had never been farmers. A new 

law passed in 1934 was somewhat better adapted to Indian customs and needs. It established self-

government of communities on Indian lands, though they still remained under the supervision of 

the Bureau о Indian Affairs. 



Today about half of the Indian population still live on reservations; the rest live cities. All 

American Indians in the United States have had citizenship since 1924, but life has not improved 

for many of them who are very poor. After long silence, Indian groups have begun in recent years 

to demand control over their schools and over other aspects of their life. 

Recently there has been in a number of Indian tribes an awakening to the opportunities of modern 

business that may lead to their economic independence. Large sums of money won in lawsuits 

against state governments (for Indian lands taken from them long ago) have been invested in 

profitable utilities and other businesses. Also, in 1987 the federal government began funding the 

special education of some Indian students who will return to the reservation and use what they 

have learned to improve the community. It is hoped that these developments will lead to a better 

life for Native Americans - as many Indians 

1  Choose the correct answer to bring out the main ideas of the text: 

1. What did the Indians do in huge areas? 

A. They mined gold. 

B. Indians hunted and wandered. 

C. They kept order. 

2. What treaty did the government make for? 

A. To reduce Indians' original lands. 

B. To broaden their territory. 

C. To kill the "Native Americans". 

3. Who opposed to the government's injustice? 

A. Indians 

B. A number of organizations. 

C. Some members of the government 



4. When was the Dawes Act adopted? 

A. in 1924 

B. in 1887 

C. in 1987 

5. How many Indians still live in reservations? 

A. half of the Indian population 

B. one million 

C. all population 

6. What do American Indians have since 1924? 

A. schools 

B. own houses 

C. citizenship 

2 . Ask all kinds of questions to the sentence bellow: 

In 1987 the federal government began funding the special education of some Indian students. 

3 Write down in brackets the grammar tense in which the sentences are used. 

1. People continually encroached upon the vast lands of the various Indian tribes. (...) 

2. Within these smaller areas it was difficult to maintain many of Indian customs. (...) 

3. Unfortunately these well-intentioned programs did not work out. (...) 

4. A new law passed in 1934 was somewhat better adapted to Indian customs and needs. (...) 

5. All American Indians are having citizenship nowadays. (...) 

6. After long silence, Indian groups have begun to demand control over some aspects of their 

life. (...) 

7. In 1987 the federal government will begin funding the special education of some Indian 

students. (...) 



8. All these developments will lead to a better life for Native Americans. (...) 

4   Continue the sentences: 

1.  The pioneers saw on the huge areas the places for.... 

2. The government made several new treaties with.... 

3. The treaty reduced Indian original lands to smaller tracts called.... 

4. Toward the end of the nineteenth century there arose.... 

5. A new law passed in 1934 was somewhat better adapted to Indian.... 

6. Today about half of the Indian population still live on reservations, the rest live in.... 

 

Тема : «Контроль говоріння» 

Завдання: вибрати одну з тем для усного мовлення. 

Теми: 

1. «Англомовні країни» 

2. «Мистецтво» 

3. «Україна» 

4. «Найвагоміші наукові відкриття» 

«Англомовні країни»  

 Great Britain 

The United Kingdom of G.B. and Northern Irelands is situated on the British Isles/ The 
British Isles consists of two large islands, G.B. and Ireland, and about five thousand 
small islands. Their total area is over 244,000 square kilometers. 

The UK is made up of four countries: England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. 
GB consists of England, Scotland and Wales and doesn't include Northern Ireland. The 
capital of the UK is London. 



The British Isles are separated from European continent by the North Sea and the 
English Channel. The western coast of GB is washed by the Atlantic Ocean and the 
Irish Sea. 

The surface of the British Isles varies very much. The north of Scotland is mountainous 
and is called the Highlands, while the south, which has beautiful valleys and plains, is 
called the Lowlands. 

There are a lot of rivers in GB, but they are not very long. The Severn is the longest 
river, while the Thames is the deepest and the most important one. 

The mountains, the Atlantic Ocean and the warm waters if Gulf Stream influence the 
climate of the British Isles. The weather in GB is very changeable. A fine morning can 
change into a wet afternoon and evening and the wrong side out. The English people 
say: "Other countries have a climate; in England we have weather." The English also 
say that they have three variants of weather: when it rains in the morning, when it rains 
in the afternoon or when it rains all day long. 

The weather is the favorite conversational topic in GB. After they greet each other they 
start talking the weather. 

The best time of the year in GB is spring (of course, it rains in spring too). The two worst 
months in Britain are January and February. They are cold, damp and unpleasant. The 
best place in the world then is at home by the big fire. Summer months are rather cold 
and there can be a lot of rainy days. So most people who look forward to summer 
holidays, plan to go abroad for the summer. 

The most unpleasant aspect of English weather is fog and smog. This is extremely bad 
in big cities especially in London. The fog spreads everywhere so cars move along 
slowly and people can't see each other. They try not to be run over by a car but still 
accidents are frequent in the fog 

 

 

«Мистецтво» 

The different types of arts are classified in 2 categories i.e. fine arts and performing arts. However, 

the term ‘art’ is considered different from ‘arts’. The former is used to group together only the 

visual forms of art. Other types such as literature and performing arts do not come under the term 

‘art’. So, let’s get into the details of different types of visual arts like painting, sculpting, etc. 

through this write-up. 



DIFFERENT TYPES OF ART 

A broad classification of visual arts classifies them into different groups like painting, drawing, 

sculpting, architecture, printmaking, ceramics, photography, collage, digital graphics, film-

making, etc. Earlier, handicrafts and applied arts were not part of this category. It was only in the 

beginning of 20th century that the ‘Arts and Crafts Movement’ (Britain) brought a lease of life to 

these art forms. The following list gives us a rough idea of different types of art forms to have 

evolved with time. 

PAINTING 

It is said that painting is the art of depicting the beauty of nature. For some, painting could be a 

medium of expressing their feelings. For others it is a way of depicting the surroundings they 

observe. Painting is basically an art of applying pigment to a surface (medium) such as canvas, 

paper, wall, wood panel, etc. Brush is a tool commonly used for painting. There are many different 

forms of painting. Landscape painting and abstract painting are the common. Classification of 

painting as per different criteria is presented below. 

CLASSIFICATION BASED ON PURPOSE 

The visual arts are divided into different types on the basis of purpose for which they are created. 

The purpose of indulging into arts could be that of self-expression, profit-making, religion or 

giving a social message. 

TYPES BASED ON SUBJECT MATTER 

Generally the subjects chosen for painting are nature, people, wildlife, objects, events, places, etc. 

The subject matter or topic chosen for creation of artworks is therefore, oneof the important criteria 

for classifying visual arts. 

MATERIALS AND MEDIUM USED 

Based on the medium or materials used, paintings can be classified into different types such as 

acrylic, watercolor, mural, etc. 

SCULPTING 

A sculpture is a three-dimensional artwork created with the help of materials like rocks, wood, 

plastic, clay, etc. Carving out a sculpture and assembling it are the 2 different ways. In some cases, 

sculptures may also be painted. The different types of sculptures are described below. 

Free-standing Sculpture: This kind of sculpture is referred to as ‘in the round’ and it can be viewed 

from different angles. 

Light Sculpture: This form of sculpture created from light is also known as light art. The fusion of 

modern art with creative use of artificial lights has led to the development of light art. 

Sound Sculpture: It is a form of artwork in which sound is produced. Maryanne Amacher, Dennis 

Bathory-Kitsz, Alexander Calder and Harry Bertoia were amongst notable artists in this field. 



Relief: In this form of sculpture, artworks are raised from a plane at which the base or main work 

is presented. Such artworks are generally observed on the walls of historic buildings. Stone and 

wood are the materials used for these sculptures. Chiseling the surface to create a raised sculpture 

is a tedious job involved in making these sculptures. 

 

JEWELRY MAKING 

There are many different shapes carved out of precious stones, metals, shells, etc. to make jewelry 

items. 

NEW AGE VISUAL ARTS 

The new age arts are a product of industrial revolution. Development of technology leads to use 

of different techniques for creating these artworks. Photography is one such art to have developed 

with the invention of camera and photographic film. 

PHOTOGRAPHY 

In the art of photography, pictures or images are created with the help of different light patterns. 

These light patterns when emitted or reflected from the surface of objects are captured on a 

sensitive medium (earlier times) or storage chips (nowadays). Lens of a camera plays an important 

part in capturing images. The lens helps focus the light emitted from the object to be photographed. 

The table given below presents a list of different types of photography. 

DIGITAL ART 

The digital or computer art is widely used in creating websites, video games, clip arts, templates 

etc. Use of computer in the field of visual arts began in the 1960s. In today’s digital art industry, 

animation is the buzzword. Use of 3D animation techniques is made in many different fields like 

filmmaking, TV advertising, web advertising, etc. Digital technology has given a boost to the art 

industry since newer and innovative tools have been developed. 

FILMMAKING 

The art of filmmaking comes under the discipline of visual arts. However, scriptwriting, music, 

and many such arts converge and complement each other in this art form. A story or script is the 

core or soul of a film. It acts as a thread that guides the process of making a film. Incorporating 

features like audio and video offer viewers with a complete and fulfilling experience. It is the main 

reason why movies have become so popular. 

The topic of visual arts is vast and a rough outline of different forms of these arts is presented 

above. Many other art forms like literature and performing arts are, however, not included. The 

brief account of different types of art presented above should help readers gain a better 

understanding of them. 

 

«Україна»  



Ukraine 

Ukraine is a rich agricultural, industrial and mining region in south-eastern Europe. It is 
an independent democratic state. Its population is about 52 mln people. The capital of 
Ukraine is Kiev. Ukraine has its own armed forces, and maintains its own diplomatic 
relations with foreign countries. Ukraine covers about 603.700 sq. km being larger than 
any country in Western Europe. From east to west Ukraine stretches for more than 
1300 km and from north to south for almost 900 km. It borders with Belarus and Russia 
on the north and on the east. In the south it is bounded by the Black Sea and the Sea of 
Azov. In the west Ukraine is bounded by Moldova, Rumania, Hungary, Slovakia and 
Poland. Ukraine is located in ideal geographical position for the development of its 
resources, lying between 440 and 520 latitude north, on the same latitude as the USA 
or Britain. The climate is mild and warm, with a long summer and a short winter. 
Together with its fertile black soil, this makes it ideal for the development of intensive 
agriculture. The main part of Ukraine is located in the watershed of the Dnieper-River, 
which divides Ukraine into two parts: Right-Bank and Left-Bank Ukraine. Ukraine's 
proximity to the Black Sea and the presence of large navigable rivers running through 
its territory has promoted the development of trade and culture. The Black Sea is not 
only a means of communication with Transcaucasia and Turkey but also with the rest of 
the world through the Mediterranean Sea. Ukraine also lies on the Danube, and this 
gives it access to European countries. Through the Siversky Donets it has access to the 
Don. The territory of Ukraine is criss-crossed by railroads and highways, oil and gas 
pipelines and high-voltage transmission lines - all of which ensure close economic ties 
with Eastern and Western Europe. Ukraine is a highly industrialised country, whose 
economic potential is great 

 

 

 

«Найвагоміші наукові відкриття» 

 Great Inventions 

Television (1920s) 

The invention that swept the world and changed leisure habits for countless millions was 

pioneered by Scottish-born electrical engineer John Logie Baird. It had been realised for some 

time that light could be converted into electrical impulses, making it possible to transmit such 

impulses over a distance and then reconvert them into light. 

Motor Car (late 19th Century) 



With television, the car is probably the most widely used and most useful of all leisure-inspired 

inventions. German engineer Karl Benz produced the first petroldriven car in 1885 and the 

British motor industry started in 1896. Henry Ford was the first to use assembly line production 

for his Model Т car in 1908. Like them or hate them, cars have given people great freedom of 

travel. 

Electricity 

The name came from the Greek word for amber and was coined by Elizabeth I's physician 

William Gilbert who was among those who noticed that amber had the power to attract light 

objects after being rubbed. In the 19th century such great names as Michael Faraday, Humphry 

Davy, Alessandro Volta and Andre Marie Ampere all did vital work on electricity. 

Photography (early 19th Century) 

Leonardo da Vinci had described the camera obscura photographic principle as early as 1515. 

But it was not until 1835 that Frenchman Louis Daguerre produced camera photography. The 

system was gradually refined over the years, to the joy of happy snappers and the despair of 

those who had to wade through friends' endless holiday pictures. 

Telephone (1876) 

Edinburgh-born scientist Alexander Graham Bell patented his invention of the telephone in 

1876. The following year, the great American inventor Thomas Edison produced the first 

working telephone. With telephones soon becoming rapidly available, the days of letter-writing 

became numbered. 

Computer (20th Century) 

The computer has been another life-transforming invention. British mathematician Charles 

Babbage designed a form of computer in the mid-1830s, but it was not until more than a century 

later that theory was put into practice. Now, a whole generation has grown up with calculators, 

windows, icons, computer games and word processors, and the Internet and e-mail have 

transformed communication and information. 

Aeroplane 

The plane was the invention that helped shrink the world and brought distant lands within easy 

reach of ordinary people. The invention of the petrol engine made flight feasible and the 

American Wright brothers made the first flight in 1903. 

 



Зарубіжна література 

I тема: Розвиток мовлення. Письмове аналітичне дослідження поезій 

Шарля Бодлера, Поля Верлена, Артюра Рембо (за вибором учнів). 

 

II тема: Моріс Метерлінк. «Синій птах». М. Метерлінк як теоретик і 

практик «нової драми». Концепція символістського театру. 

Опрацювати. Ю. Ковбасенко. Зарубіжна література. 10-й клас. Київ 

2018р. с. 176-200. 

Прочитати. Моріс Метерлінк. «Синій птах». 

 

III тема: Моріс Метерлінк. «Синій птах». Ідея одухотворення життя й 

відновлення втрачених зв’язків у драмі-феєрії «Синій птах». Особливості 

розвитку сюжету. Роль фантастки. Символіка образів. Трактування фіналу. 

Опрацювати. Ю. Ковбасенко. Зарубіжна література. 10-й клас. Київ 

2018р. с. 176-200. 

Прочитати. Моріс Метерлінк. «Синій птах». 

 

Громадянська освіта 

Тема: Україна, Європа, світ. 

1. Інтеграція і глобалізація. 

2. Міжнародні відносини та міжнародне право 

3. Україна як член європейського та світового співтовариства. 

 Практичні роботи. 

Стор. 159-187. 

Підручник: О.В.Гісем. Громадянська освіта. 

 

Математика 

§34. Координати у просторі. 

Завдання: № 1236, 1237, 1245, 1246, 1248. 

§35. Симетрія у просторі. 

Завдання: № 1276, 1277, 1283, 1285. 



§36. Вектори у просторі. 

Завдання: № 1307, 1308, 1316, 1322, 1326. 

§37. Застосування векторів. 

Завдання: №1354, 1356, 1358, 1360, 1361. 

Виконати: самостійна робота №9, стор. 278.  

Скарбничка досягнень та набутих знань, сторінка 279. 

Підручник: Г.П. Бевз, В.Г. Бевз. Математика. Алгебра і початки аналізу та 

геометрія. Рівень стандарту. 10 клас. 

 

Фізика та астрономія 

§§42-44  

Підручник: Фізика. 10 клас. Рівень стандарту.  За редакцією  

В.Г.Бар'яхтара, С.О.Довгого 

 

Хімія 

§32 впр. 1,12,16  

§30 впр 8,9  

§33 впр 3,21  

§34,35,35,37,38 - конспект 

Підручник:  Л.П.Величко. Хімія. 10 клас, 2019 р. 

 

Географія 

Тема 1. США. Місце країни у світі та регіоні. Основні чинники, що визначають 

місце країни в міжнародному поділі праці. Система розселення. Українська 

діаспора США. Особливості сучасного постіндустріального розвитку країни. 

Підручник: В. М. Бойко, Ю. С. Брайчевський Географія 10 кл. §34-35 



Тема 2. Канада. Місце країни у світі та регіоні. Основні чинники, що 

визначають місце країни в міжнародному поділі праці. Система розселення. 

Українська діаспора в Канаді. Підручник: В. М. Бойко, Ю. С. Брайчевський 

Географія 10 кл. §36 

Тема 3. Бразилія.Місце країни у світі та регіоні. Основні чинники, що 

визначають місце країни у  міжнародному поділі праці. Розселення. 

Особливості структури економіки країни, що розвивається. Видобування 

мінеральних ресурсів. Спеціалізація сільського господарства. Промислові 

виробництва, що визначають міжнародну спеціалізацію країни. Особливості 

розвитку третинного сектору. Характерні риси просторової організації. 

Зовнішні економічні зв’язки. Міжнародні зв’язки України з Бразилією. 

Підручник: В. М. Бойко, Ю. С. Брайчевський Географія 10 кл. §37 

Тема 4. Практична робота 6.  

Порівняльна характеристика машинобудування США, Канади та Бразилії. 

 

Біологія і екологія 

Підручник: Л.І.Остапченко, П.Г.Балан "Біологія і екологія" 10 клас. 

1) Модифікаційна мінливість 

2) Класифікація мутацій 

3) Спадкові хвороби людини (презентація по темі) 

4) Статеве, нестатеве розмноження 

5) Регенерація у людини, трансплантологія 

6) Онкозахворювання, профілактика 

7) Статеві клітини 

8) Лабораторна робота №2 (сторінка 155, оформити в зошиті) 

9) Практична робота №2 (сторінка 155, розв’язати задач, оформити в 

зошиті) 

10) Лабораторна робота №3 (сторінка 189, малюнки на сторінці 179, 

оформити в зошиті) 

11) § 31-49. 

 

Технології 

Навчальний модуль: Дизайн предметів інтер’єру 

Тема 14. Засоби художнього конструювання (Підр. стор 18-20) 



Тема 15. Принципи дизайну інтер’єру. Принцип відповідності змісту (Підр. 

стор 20) 

Тема 16. Принципи дизайну інтер’єру. Принципи цілісності та єдності форми 

та змісту. (Підр. стор 20) 

 

Підручник: М.Л.Пелагейченко, В.О.Пелагейченко. Технології.  

 

 

 


